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1

Introduction

The present document has been written for the Grundtvig Learning Partnership SORECO funded with
the financial support of the Lifelong Learning Programme of the European Commission.
It presents one of the main outcomes of this learning partnership, namely the Handbook of
Promotional activities with consumers about short supply chains of the local and quality products Best practices and proposals in the territories participating in the SORECO project. The task of
compiling the good examples identified by partner organizations was assigned to Soros Educational
Center Foundation (SEC) in the first transnational project meeting in Forcalquier, France.
A template was provided by SEC to partners to give information on specific features of the good
examples identified, such as:
 history and analyis of best practice
 success factors of best practice
 the regional policy considerations for the best practice,
based on which partner organisations presented examples of short distribution circuits of local
quality products in each territory of eight different partners in six European countries
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2

Good practice of short distribution circuits of local products – preparation
of a template

Each partner has been assigned to identify minumum one best practice of short supply chains of the
local and quality products in its region, and to describe it following certain guidelines and structure
supported by experts from Harghita County Council, local partner of SEC, as below (agreed with all the
partners and in context with the application of the project):

Best Practice Analysis / Bonnes practiques et propositions (Template)

Actions de promotion auprès des consommateurs circuits courts de
Cahier n. 1:

distribution des produits locaux de qualité – Bonnes practiques et
propositions

Title:

…………………………

Activity:

Best practices analysis – Partner country :…………………

Version:

Final

Type:

………………………..

Responsible Partner:

…………………………

Authors:

………………………….

4
Date:

………………..

Part A. Executive Summary (max 2 pages)
Guidelines: A brief but overall, summarized presentation of the best practice analysis is required here.
Description of the best practice context: How all started with this best practice? What were its initial
aims, who was its main initiator and why? Was the best practice a planned and official activity/aim or it
emerged spontaneously? Was it a national, regional or local initiative? What actors were involved and
actively supported the best practice? How long it took, what resources were used and by whom
(stakeholders) to implement the best practice? What were the main benefits of the activity and why it is
considered successful? Please give reasons why the best practice you are sharing as a success story is
considered as significant.
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Part B. History, analysis and success factors of best practice (max 2 pages)
B.1 History and analysis of best practice
B.2 Success factors of best practice
Guidelines: In this section SORECO partners should describe the initial preparatory actions (and
problems, if any) before the best practice implementation. Try to describe the contextual factors that
have played important role for the initiation and start up of the best practice (i.e. activity set up, service
set up, etc.)
All stages of best practice implementation framework should be presented in details (when was applied,
by whom, how and why; main milestones of best practice in chronological order). The particular role of
2-3 most important stakeholders (organizations and individuals), their initiatives, their active support
and crucial tasks as well as some related events or decisions are needed to be mentioned.
Please try to filter and keep the most important information to create a detailed roadmap and present
the best practice for SORECO purposes. Partners will have to synthesize all data gathered (from
documents, studies and the interviews) to present best practice implementation in this specific
region/country like a story from its beginning until now. Finally, the overall effects of best practice (for
the activity & for the region) should be presented along with its current status/stage.

Guidelines for the resources: Apart from the explicit knowledge and information, other resources will
be used to gather all data here: activity profile, web site and other official documents describing the
practice and its success. Another suitable tool here is the open and recorded (if possible) interview with
actors that have played important role for the best practice success. We recommend SORECO partners
to plan interviews (or even via telephone calls if possible) with these 2-3 (if possible) most crucial past or
current actors (members involved in the best practice activities, etc.) to analyse their views and
synthesize the overall picture of the activity and the best practice context.

Part C. Regional policy considerations for the best practice (max 2 pages)
Guidelines: This section aims to provide views and guidelines on how to facilitate the transfer of the
best practice in another regional context. Among others SORECO partners will describe and suggest the
contexts and the cases where this best practice can be more effective to address a particular regional
development problem or a weakness in policy area. What level of policy the best practice refers to
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(short term or long term)? Long terms factors like local economy, political situation, country or region
culture, level of consensus among regional stakeholders, business sectors profile of a region, etc. should
be taken into consideration as well. An important element here is again to use experts’ opinion and
comments for these regional prerequisites (contextual success factors), which eventually enabled best
practice initiation, implementation and success. Concerning the possible transfer of this best practice in
another regional context which are the suitable target groups to communicate this practice for further
dialogue, policy discussion? Are there any other important preconditions, limitations for this best
practice, which should be taken into consideration for successful replication/migration of the best
practice?

References
Website (if any), contact, etc.
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3

Good practices of short distribution circuits of local products presented by
the partner organisations of SORECO

In this section good practice examples identified by the SORERCO partnership are presented as
follows:
1.

A Terra Verde, Corsica, France (1)

2.

ISEI s.a.s., Sicily, Italy (2)

3.

Soros Educational Centre Foundation, Romania (1)

4.

Croc'espace, Belgium (2)

5.

CDE Petra Patrimonia, France (1)

6.

Technical Training Centre, Cyprus (1)

7.

Centre for Health and Development Murska Sobota, Slovenia (1)

8.

Biconbi, Italy s(2)
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3.1 Promotion and marketing of the Corsican local products
Promotional activities with the consumers short circuits of
Cahier n. 1:

distribution of the local quality products - Best practice and
proposals

Title:

Promotion and marketing of the Corsican local products

Activity:

Analysis of best practice - Corsica (France)

Responsible Partner:

A Terra Verde

Authors:

Marie-Lucie SIMEON de BUOCHBERG

A. Summary

Through several initiatives, Corsica wishes to contribute to several levels in the valuation of the
productions and the agricultural know-how and/or the food-processing transformation(processing)
on the territory.
The evolution of the food habits, the search for products marked by the quality and a certain
typicality, the concern of traceability, towards products, requires to progress in the direction of more
long-lasting modes of food : all this implies the construction of modes(fashions) of productions and
more located circuits, to choose of less impersonal systems, more territorialized and anchored in
dynamic communities.
In this construction, the short circuits of marketing, have a special place, so much they get free of the
competitive model which at present dominates the market.
By developing short circuits, farmers, elected representatives, citizens or local actors transform their
territory: they strengthen economic activities, re-weave of the social link, limit the intermediaries
and the transport.
They answer besides the new consumer expectations: environmental protection, social conditions of
the workers, the animal well-being, the support for the local economy...

B. History, analysis and success factors of best practice
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B.1

History and analyses of the best practices through three institutions

I Mercati Muntagnoli : GAL Leader Centru di Corsica

The concept :
Through this project, the GAL leader Centru di Corsica, suggests organizing groupings of producers
and local craftsmen to re-revitalize the agricultural and craft activity and the food-processing
transformation(processing), on the whole territory of the Center Corsica. The operation " Mercati
Muntagnoli " aspires to create and to perpetuate producers' small markets and itinerant craftsmen,
to assure the promotion of sometimes less known local products, because of a lack of commercial
distribution(promotion) in particular. The main objective consists in creating the producers' network,
set up by a common quality charter, in a context of short circuits favoring the closeness of the
producers and the consumers.

The technical elements:


Their frequency: These markets will be monthly and they will meet in a extraordinary way in
every change of season. Thus be 16 meetings can be realized every year.



Products: Products presented to the sale will be mainly seasonal produce stemming from
various countries of the Center Corsica, favoring techniques and processes of production
environment-friendly and of the quality of products and raw materials.



The actors: Concerning the monthly markets, the producers and the craftsmen listed
beforehand on the territory of the Center Corsica, will be favored



Places: It is about itinerant markets.

The Service(Office) of the Environment of Corsica (OEC)

The Office of the Environment of Corsica (OEC) wishes to accompany a tangible approach(initiative)
which is in the same time protecting the environment, united on the human plan and the carrier of a
new growth. On the European, national or local scale(ladder) of numerous private and public actors
imagined, invented, implemented projects of Long-lasting(Sustainable) development and Green
Growth who (which) today work and who can inspire us in our own objectives. In this purpose, the
OEC wished to build a reference base of transferable "best practices" in Corsica.
It is a question :
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-

Via the procedures of procurement contract, to favor the supplies in circuits and of products
stemming from the organic farming.

-

To accompany the development of the implementation of products of closeness and
stemming from the organic farming in the institutional catering.

-

To organize the effective management of the local supplies

Context of its implementation:
It is proved today that the consumption of organic products favors good health. To adopt bio in the
institutional catering, and in particular in the school canteens, is the best way to make children and
adults sensitive of the multiple advantages of organic products and of the profits of a change of food
habits.
Target public:
-

Communities

-

Companies

-

The private individuals

-

Local authorities

-

Producers organic or committed(hired) in an organic reconversion(retraining)

Result on the economic and social plan:
-

Preservation of a specialized professional fabric(tissue) and a specific know-how on the
territory.

-

Development of the local employment(use) (the organic farming requiring more hand of
work).

-

Development of the procedures of procurement contract to favor the supplies in circuits and
of products stemming from the organic farming

Corsic’Agropôle
Turned to the local sectors of vegetable productions, Corsic' Agropôle wishes to contribute to the
elaboration and the control of the quality of farming products, the development of methods of
protection of the environment-friendly cultures and the people, the resource management as well as
the valuation of countries and from the island and Mediterranean know-how.
The objective is to draw perspectives and to accompany research projects and Development to favor
the economic and territorial development of the island vegetable productions

The missions of Corsic' Agropôle focus on:
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-

encouraging the scientific and technical innovation in the plant farming sector

-

facilitating the transfer of the innovations stemming from the search(research) and from the
experiment with the bodies of development and training(formation) and from the
agricultural professionals

-

valuing the activity of his(her) members with the professional world and with the general
public on a regional, national and international scale.

B.2

The success factors of best practice

The short circuits of marketing present real advantages both for the producers and for the
consumers: they offer to the first ones a better economic and social valorisation of their work (while
avoiding dependence on big distributors) and bring to the second an answer to transparency and, if
the concept of local product reassures, the short circuits appear as a model of safety.
The objective aimed by the short circuit is that the producer becomes again the first beneficiary of
the sale of his products and, he is registered in a determined geographical space, to create added
value on the territory. Thus a relational, organizational and geographical link is established between
the producer and the consumer.
The difficulties met for the implementation of the present best practice :


difficulties in mobilization of the professionals: the farmers and the craftsmen are just a few
in the region, less organized, and involved in individual marketing strategies

 adaptation of the training of the farmers " of the production in the sale ": farms, craft
companies are too small and have no possibility of assuring both functions: production and
marketing
 practically no structuring of the short circuits of marketing exist in the region: several
initiatives of this type take place in a totally independent way

C.

Considerations of regional policies for the best practice

The Corsican products quality labels :
The region with a measure of autonomy of corsica (CTC) set up an excellent policy of its products
aiming at the quality while respecting the environment and the inheritance of the local know-how.
Five products benefit from the label of protected designation of origin (AOC) today : wine, brocciu
cheese, olive oil, honey, sweet chestnut flour. The clementine of Corsica obtained a geographical
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protected Indication (IGP) and a Red Label is in the course of instruction by the INAO.
These initiatives of identification showed that it is possible to protect the specific character of the
productions while optimizing their marketing. The diversity and the plurality of these certifications
place our region at the top of the French regions regarding products which have official quality signs.
Corsica and its producers wish today to go even further. Other similar initiatives are in progress : AOC
for cheeses, IGP for the lamb, the kid, the hazelnuts and the pomelos, Red Label for the delicatessen
and the clementine.
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3.2 Farmers’ Market in Catania
Promotional activities with the consumers short circuits of
Cahier n.1

distribution of the local quality products - Best practice and
proposals

Title:

Catania Farmers’ Markets

Activity:

Best Practice Analysis from Sicily - Italy

Responsible Partner:

ISEI s.a.s.

Authors:

Carmelo Messina, Gabriella Guarino, Benoit Leblond

A. Summary
The actual economic crisis influences heavily the eating habits and the purchasing behavior of
households. Consumers choose more and more the short chain.
According to a recent survey conducted by Coesis Research (2012) for GDO PAM, is clear that 80% of
Italians are always more careful about what they buy also trying to save money on food, but at the
same time, without sacrificing quality and food from short chain.
Even if it means to give up some dinner out or parties, anniversaries and birthdays, Italian’s eating
habits are changing and improving: the market offers more and more bio food, zero km, and in
general we are rediscovering the traditional and local food.
These products, besides allowing the direct relationship between producer-consumer, are a
guarantee of quality and represent a link with the territory. Among the examples of short chain there
are farmer's markets. Other examples are: direct sales company, joint purchasing groups and menus
at 0 km.
In Italy, and especially in Sicily, there is a regulatory system that facilitates the development of the
farmer's market.
According to this law, municipalities are autonomous in the regulation of the farmer's market and
can introduce many benefits for farmers including:


the practice of direct sales within the agricultural markets is not subject to the discipline of

trading (Decree 2007 MIPAF art. 3 paragraph 2): this means greater simplicity and flexibility for
operators who wish to participate in the market;
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farmers can sell products that do not come from their own company (within certain limits) in

order to complete the range of products;


to exercise direct sales, farmers only need to communicate to the municipality in which the

market is held;


the sanitary standards are more flexible for direct sale;



the tax system for direct sales is facilitated.

Compared to other forms of direct marketing the farmer's market is characterized by the presence of
a well-defined place, a plurality of farmers and therefore requires a regulatory and a well-designed
control system.

B. History, analysis and success factors of best practice
B.1.History and analyses of the best practices
Background and objectives
The province of Catania is divided in 58 municipalities and eight agricultural regions:
• Western Side of Etna;
• Coastal side of Etna;
• Hills of Gornalunga;
• Hills of Caltagirone;
• North-Western hills of the Ibleis;
• Coastal hills of Paterno;
• Coastal hills of Acireale;
• Plain of Catania;
and has a remarkable heritage of fruit, wine and oil, moreover it should be noted that some local
products have gained the recognition DOP (Prickly Pear, mainly produced in the hills of San Cono)
(The green pistachio of Bronte whose production zone is between 300 and 900 m. Above sea level);
(Oil "Mount Etna", produced especially the Municipality of Ragalna); recognition I.G.P. (Red orange, a
typical production of the territories at the foot of Etna), (Grape Italy, produced in the territories of
Mazzarrone).
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The territories with a wine vocation of the province have entered into the tourist circuit "Roads of
Wine" (Wine Road of Etna which concerns the territory between the towns of Acireale, Aci Castello,
Aci Trezza, Catania, Taormina and municipalities that fall within the area of Etna DOC).

The Farmer's market aims at enhancing the nutritional characteristics of food products, guaranteeing
the freshness of agricultural products and strengthening the socio- economic link with the territory.
Moreover, the presence of the farmer's market in the city of Catania, in addition to raising the overall
quality of the products, has contributed to the re-use of an abandoned space in the center of the
city, introducing a new way of shopping, because the consumer can access the market of the local
products

interacting

directly

with

the

farmer

who

grows

the

products.

The associations involved are pursuing precisely the aim of eliminating the steps that separate the
production from the marketing, selling directly to the consumer by promoting the concept of selling
as a means of direct human contact and trust between consumers and producers.
The direct selling of products is carried out in accordance with a regulation approved by the
Organizing Committee, which includes:
- The sale of agricultural products produced exclusively in your business.
- Controlled prices
- Authenticity and freshness of the products

15
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A wide range of products are present at the weekly farmer's market:
• Fruit
• Wine, Olive oil
• Vegetables
• Cheese and curd
• Honey, canned and processed
• Bread, bakery products and fresh pasta
• Mushrooms

The Farmer's Market in Catania is an opportunity to rediscover tastes and flavors of this land
respecting the seasonality of production and the environment through products at zero distance
derived exclusively from farms from the province of Catania or neighboring regions.
To expand the range of products offered to consumers some artisan companies of food processing
are present in the Farmer's Market a few of.
All companies are subject to periodic inspections by the Organizing Committee.
The Farmer's Market takes place every Sunday morning from 8.00 to 13.00 in the Square Raffaello
Sanzio.

Legal basis for the activity
The Regulation governing the farmer's market was introduced in Italy in 2007 by the Decree of the
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Forestry on 20 November 2007. This decree, which implements
Article 1, paragraph 1065, the Law of 27 December 2006, no. 296, establishes uniform requirements
and standards for the realization of markets reserved for the direct sale of agricultural products.
The definition of farmer's market comprises first of all, some "official" aspects , as quoted in DM 20
November 2007, namely:


markets are reserved to farmers of the local area operating direct selling;



their local area, is defined by the Municipality;



are established or authorized by the Municipalities in which is located the market;



can be made in a public area, in places open to the public or in private property;



are subject to the supervision the Municipality;



can host cultural activities, traditional crafts, educational activities and demonstrations

related to food;
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may only participate farmers registered in the commercial register:

The law in question delegates many tasks to the municipalities, including the establishment or
authorization of the agricultural markets, its monitoring activities and their promotion.

The municipality is responsible for:


establishing or authorize the agricultural markets according to a market discipline that

regulates the methods of sale;


checking compliance with the national and municipal regulation, market rules and the norms

of hygiene;


promoting actions designed to inform consumers about the quality of agricultural products

on sale;


promoting the usability of the agricultural market.

Also the number of companies that may participate in the farmer's market is at the discretion of the
municipality.
Businessmen, individual or group registered in the commercial register, must submit requests for
establishment and authorization to create a farmers market, referring to the mayor of the
municipality in which the market will take place. The application for authorization containing the
regulation of the market is accepted within 60 days.
This form of autonomy has led to "styles" and different application procedures even within the same
municipality, while larger differences in standards are also found among the different municipalities
and / or regions.
The Region of Sicily has regulated the farmers' markets through art. 83 of Law 11/2010. In particular
the sixth paragraph provides that farmers, in order to engage in direct sales in Sicily, must be
“accredited”. Then, Farmers must submit an application to SOAT (Operative Section of Technical
Assistance), accompanied by a certificate of registration in the commercial register and the
substitutive declaration indicating their own products, the selling period and the relative origin. In
addition, the persons concerned must declare to share the principles and purposes of the market and
respect the rules. The SOAT, therefore, check the truthfulness of the statements and, if the outcome
of the investigation is positive, issues a card attesting the accreditation of the farmer, who warrant
that the products sold come from the farmer in question , except for a maximum of 10% of the
products that could come from other companies located, however, in the region. Only once credited
the farmer is _ able to apply to a farmer's market in Sicily. The cited L.R. also provides a form of
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control on the trend of farmers' markets, because it lays down that the Regional Councillor for
agricultural resources and food must carry out periodic monitoring of the initiatives and, by June 30
of each year, transmit to the Regional Council a report about their state of implementation.

Main actors
The Farmer's Market is organized by the Regional Province of Catania. The Province uses the "Market
Committee", which will conducts verification of the quality of the products exhibited and of the
enforcement of this Regulation.
In agreement with the idea of self-organization, the Committee may follow, in whole or in part, the
technical and logistical stages of the event and formulate proposals which would also include an
Economic partnership of exhibitors.

The "Market Committee" consists of:


a representative of the Province of Catania,



a representative of the Municipality of Catania;



representatives from the CIA - Italian Confederation of Farmers Confagricoltura Catania



the consumer representative - Codacons.

Tasks of of the organizers:
The Province of Catania will provide to the assembly / disassembly of the structures and the
advertising campaign;
the Municipality of Catania will provide to the grant of the area, to cleanliness, to the lighting, to the
health center as well as through the policemen to regulate traffic and parking.
The Organisations will support the Province and the Municipality in all phases of their organization
and they will inform their members of the initiative.
The Consumers' Association, Codacons, will check the prices applied by exhibitors referring to the
Coordination Committee.
There are about 40 farms in the Market representing main products.

Main results
For many years, the agricultural sector has been in deep crisis: lands abandoned and uncultivated,
farmhouses in ruins, strong economic hardship for those who have maintained the production,
products inadequate to the demands of the market.
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Only recently, agriculture is starting to reverse the trend, having focused on higher quality and
modernization of production processes, thanks to the acquisition of new skills.
The prickly pears of San Cono of_ Militello, Sicily violet artichokes grown in Ramacca, Mineo,
Grammichele, Paterno, table grapes Licodia Euboea, Mazzarrone of_ Caltagirone, red orange of
Mineo, Grammichele, of_ Scordia and Palagonia, Bronte pistachios, vegetables of_ Adrano and
Biancavilla, strawberries of Maletto, honey from Zafferana, Giarre's cherries, potatoes of Giarre and
Riposto are just some examples of typical products of the territory which are getting visibility on the
market.
To these are added the production of wine and oil quality. The valorisation of indigenous grape
varieties as Nerello Mascalese, Nero d'Avola, and the variety of olive Tonda Iblea, Moresca and
Nocellara dell’ Etna, is producing important results on international level. To these products are
added those derived from breeding of local cattle, sheep and goats: ricotta and cheeses, meats and
sausages prepared with traditional methods are progressively gaining local markets and are getting
attention on national level.

C. Regional policy considerations for the best practice
19
The activity can be reproduced on a different scale, in the main towns of the province or in other
Sicilian Provinces. This extension could be promoted by the Regione Siciliana by introducing a rule
that force municipalities to take action in this regard.
The Sicilian Region could also contribute to the stabilization of the Farmer's Market in Catania,
making it an open market every day and not just on Sundays.

3.3

"Sicily on Italian tables – Network of promotional Showcases "

Cahier n.1

Title:

Actions de promotion auprès des consommateurs circuits courts de
distribution des produits locaux de qualité – Bonnes pratiques et
propositions
"Sicily on Italian tables – Network of promotional Showcases "
Consortium CORERAS
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Activity:
Responsible
Partner:
Authors:

Best Practice Analysis from Sicily - Italy
ISEI s.a.s.
Carmelo Messina, Gabriella Guarino, Benoit Leblond

A. Summary

The Regional Consortium for Applied Research and Experimentation (CORERAS), within the
framework of guidelines established by the Regional Ministry for Agriculture and Forests, pursues
development and modernization of agribusiness , agro-industry and agri-environment processes
through applied research and experimentation, dissemination of research results, also by means of
qualification of agricultural technicians operating in Sicily .
With the regional law no. November 24, 2011 . 25 published in GURS no. 50 of 2 December 2011
have been provided assistance for the development of the agriculture and fisheries sectors.
In particular, Article 10, paragraph 5 , of the said Act provides for the creation of a " Pilot Project " to
promote in the country a network of " promotional showcases and market places" working for the
promotion and direct sales of high quality food products.

B. History, analysis and success factors of best practice
B.1 History and analysis of best practice

Background and objectives
The primary objective of the initiative is to promote the development of direct sales of quality
products by raising awareness of consumers on the organoleptic and nutritional quality productions
closely linked to the production area of Sicily.
The project aims:
●

promoting in the country "Innovative" marketing channels of quality agricultural products
under direct sale in according to the currente legislation;
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●

spreading throughout the national territory knowledge of food products both fresh and
processed from Sicilian agricultural ;

●

disclosing organoleptic and nutritional quality of sicilian food products, food traditions
(Mediterranean diet);

●

supporting niche products within the region that can not fit in modern trade channels to
the lack of adequate "critical mass";

●

encouraging, supporting, consumption, production differentiation of the agricultural sector,
making economically sustainable the recovery and cultivation of "traditional" products

●

promoting the

purchasing awareness of consumers through the direct relationship

seller/consumer in a perspective of multifunctionality of the agricultural enterprise.
●

creating the conditions to implement further trade in the areas of: innovative (ecommerce) and alternative trade; circuits HORECA and in the circuits of organized and
supportive distribution in accordance with the specific regulations.

To achieve the set objectives, the project aims to achieve a "Integrated design of network" as an
innovative tool for the creation of networks between operators of production, distribution and
promotion of agricultural products, livestock and agri-food in Sicily.
The Integrated Project Network, seen as the coordinated operations converging to the achievement
of a common goal, is a way of implementing that involves different subjects who are committed to
making investments individual and distinct from each other but strongly correlated and competitors
to the management of a coordinated activity in accordance with a "NETWORK AGREEMENT"
preliminarily defined.

Legal basis for the activity
November 24, 2011 Regional Law n. 25 "Interventions for the development of agriculture and
fisheries" published in GURS n. 50 of 2 December 2011.
Regulation (EC) no. 1998/2006 of 15 December 2006 on the application of Articles 87 and 88 of the
Treaty to de minimis aid (de minimis), published in OJEU L 379 of 28 December 2006.
Community Guidelines for State aid in the agriculture and forestry sector 2007-2013 (2006 / C
319/01) published in the OJEU C 319 of 27 December 2006.
D.L. May 28, 2001 Decree n. 228.
April 9, 2009 Law n. 33, article 3 paragraph 4b conversion of the Decree Law n February 10, 2009. 5,
as amended by art. 1 of the Law of 23 July 2009. 99.
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Main actors
The actors making up the network, identified by the Pilot Project , in the experimental phase will be:


Subjects Chain, namely associative groups (or company consortium ) consisting of farmers
operating in the region of Sicily which will organize the supply of the productions of the
members in the showcases; in any "Showcase"of the network must be present at least four
Subjects chain, representative of primary Sicilian products grouped for sectors. The choice of
sectors to be activated is left to the companies according to the specific logic business that
every group will want to take within the overall strategy determined by the Network: node.

Subjects managers of " Showcases " are micro, small and medium-sized enterprises as well as
defined in Recommendation 2003/362/EC to be set up specially at the time of submission of
the draft network , headquartered or operating in the territory covered by the investments
under the project network with sole

statutory purpose of developing, managing and

delivering the necessary services for the operation of the " Showcases " . They are therefore
responsible for the implementation and management of a single Showcase . The pilot project
involves the construction of a network consisting of a maximum of three showcases .
22


Network Node., which ensures, jointly to the Regional of Agriculture and Food , the scientific
and technical support for technical assistance for the first year and carries out controls of
compliance with the stated requirements and procedures. At the Network Node can also join
stakeholders in the promotion and enhancement of Sicilian food system. In the experimental
phase of the Pilot Project Node Network is made up by Coreras. A regime may join the
Network Node service companies, associations, foundations, cooperatives and other
nonprofit aggregations consist wholly or in part by large consumers, profit and non-profit
organizations, the aims of which by statute are consistent with the objectives of this action.



Other companies that provide specific services for promotion and marketing

Main results
The project is, currently, in the process of identifying the parties that form the network .
By 2013 invitations will be issued by the Region of Sicily Assessoraro agriculture, to tender for the
identification of persons who constitute the chains and the windows. The main results will be given
by closing to market niche products of the Sicilian agro-industrial system.
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Will select at least four food chains from the following:
Vegetables: the chain is composed of 30 traditional products of which 3 : Pantelleria caper , tomato
and carrot novel Ispica Pachino , bearing the PGI logo ( protected geographical indication) ;
Fruit : The chain is composed of 51 traditional products of which 6 : Sicilian blood orange , lemon
syracuse , lemon interdonato of Messina, Enna fishing , table grapes Canicatì , grapes Mazzarrone
themselves with the IGP ( protected geographical indication) and 6 of the DOP ( Protected
Designation of Origin ) Ribera Orange , Cherry Etna, Etna prickly pears , nocellara Belice , Bronte
pistachio green , prickly pear San Cono ;
Breeding: The chain consists of 53 traditional products including 1 : salami Sant'Angelo boasts the IGP
( protected geographical indication) and 4 of DOP ( protected designation of origin ) : pecorino ,
piacentinu Enna , Ragusa , vastedda the Belice Valley .
Derivatives: the supply chain is composed of 115 traditional products and includes tuttii principlai
typical Sicilian dishes including 1 : salami of the Salt boasts the IGP ( protected geographical
indication) and 1 of the DOP ( protected designation of origin ) : Dittaino loaf .
Oils, liqueurs and spirits : the chain is composed of 10 traditional products of which 6 oils themselves
with the PDO ( protected designation of origin ) : Mount Etna, Hyblaean Mountains , Val di Mazara ,
Valdemone , Valle del Belice valley Trapanesi .

B.2 Success factors of best practice

Success factors of the CORERAS best practice:
●

the construction of a detailed regulatory system from part of the region of Sicily ;

●

the action of the technical assitance Coreras

●

the involvement of all sectors of the traditional and excellence products of Sicily

C. Regional policy considerations for the best practice

The project was initiated not only on local but regional level, it embraces the whole territory and all
the traditional and quality products of Sicily.
It can be easily transferred to other regions as an articulated regulatory framework.
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3.4 Promotion and marketing of traditional «Szekler» Products
Actions de promotion aprés des consommateurs circuits courts de
Cahier n. 1:

distribution des produits locaux de qualité – Bonnes practiques et
propositions

Title:

Promotion and marketing of traditional “Szekler” Products

Activity:

Best Practice Analysis from Harghita county, Romania

Responsible Partner:

Fundația Centrul Educațional Soros

Authors:

Kelemen H. Gábor, Márton István, Mateiu Katalin,
Pál Zsófia, Péterffy Ágnes

A. Summary

The activity regarding promotion and marketing of traditional Szekler products started in
Harghita county, as soon as the Rural Development Strategy was adopted. This county level
strategy formulates along five priority axis the supporting activities related to agriculture and
rural development:
1. The improvement of the efficiency of agriculture and sylviculture,
2. Developing the knowledge background related to agriculture
3. Developing local products and offering support for bringing them to the global
market,
4. The integration of the viewpoints of society and nature,
5. The balanced development of the functions of the agriculture and rural
development.
The first step was the establishment of Szekler community trademark in order to protect
traditional Szekler products and assure for local farmers / producers common presentation
possibility and representation of interest.
At the moment 34 producers and approximately 500 products obtained this certification.
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The county level public administration supports through different activities the
establishment and development of short distribution circuits for local agricultural products
of quality, products from organic farming and folk art products.
There are 3 main pillars, which sustain the promotion of traditional Szekler products:
1. the monthly fairs

a. Take place on the third Saturday of each month
b. The market place is provided, there is free acces to utilities, and is no
participation fee
c. Producers announce their intention of participation 1o days before the fair
d. Promotion of event through mass-media (newspapers, radio, television),
flyers and posters
e. A special web page is dedicated to promotional activities as well (starting from
2o1o)
f. Questionnaries are distributed during each fair, in order to collect suggestions
and recommendations for improvement
2. The supermarket chains

a. As a first step at the beginning of each year (in February-March)
representatives of supermarket chains are invited to a product exhibition, in
order take samples and experiences
b. The second step is organized by these supermarket chains in May, when takes
place a special event of one week, dedicated to this products
c. Through the above activities products are promoted at international level
d. Joint product brochures are edited and distributed
e. Mass-media is involved
3. Community food shops

a. A cooperative is going to be established in order to manage the community
food shop
b. The food shop and its offers are going to be promoted through mass-media
and Internet
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B. History, analysis and success factors of best practice
B.1 History and analysis of best practice
The Rural Development Department was established in the framework of Harghita County Council in
2008. Thanks to the initiative of 2 specialists, an evaluation was undertaken in order to analyse the
actual situation in Harghita county, to know the needs of local

farmers and the assistance

possibilities. This evaluation was not realised through questionnaries, but through personal meetings
and debates. The partners were the local public authorities, they organized the meetings with local
farmers, and each of them had the opportunity to talk about the actual problems and their real
needs.
This evaluation showed that are two main problems:
1. The product processing is not suitable: farmers do not know the adequate, modernized
processing methods, therefore the quality is poor.
2. The product commercialization is not suitable: they cannot sell their products.
Taking into consideration the above mentioned facts, two main steps were taken:
1. Vocational trainings: at the beginning 1-2 day training courses were organized in various
fields, for example milk processing. The main scope was fulfilled, because the interest was
raised, then the courses were extended for one week, after that for six months. It is
important to mention that all the people who were subscribed graduated successful these
training courses. 65 people participated in the one week course and 128 people in the six
months course. All this people obtained qualification certificates, and they became
specialists in the field of milk processing and meat processing.
2. Valorization / Commercialization: The first fair, where farmers presented their own products
was organized at Easter, in 2009. Until 2011 were organized three fairs in each year, but this
was not enough, the producers and the buyers also asked for more similar opportunities,
where sellers and buyers could meet. Since then each month are organized such fairs in the
third Saturday of the month, this is The Fair of Szekler Products, which takes place in the city
center. More and more producers participate in these fairs, approximately 60 people, and
each of them can commercialize their stock.
In 2010 the Szekler products were introduced to the CORA supermarket chain, where product
exhibitions take place once a year. Nowadays the representatives of the supermarket chain are
coming here to see products in the site.
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Which were the objectives at the beginning? Why?
The local specialists observed that the rural people are disadvantaged, therefore is necessary to
develop the rural places and to assist rural people. All this initiative was started as a personal
preocupation.
The initiator considered necessary the rural development and the education of rural people, for job
creation and adequate way of life. All these activities contributed to the enforcement of families,
people were not obliged to go abroad for a job, they had enough incomes necessary to feed families
in their rural place.

Main actors
Mr. Márton István and his colleague, and Mr. Borboly Csaba, president of Harghita County Council in
that time, who totally supported the above initiative.

Was this initiative a planned one or it just happened?
It was a partly planned initiative, because was ones imagination, who saw the perspective and
considered important to invest time and energy into this theme. Because nowadays the major part of
the food products sold in big supermarket chains are not healthy products. Unfortunately only 1015% of the buyers are aware of this.

How was the problem solved?
Taking into consideration a scale of 1-10, the score would be 7, because there is place for future
developments. The activities undertaken till now are good, the process was started and people are
interested of it. The request for these local products is more and more considerable and many
people are aware that their lifestyle need to be changed.

Which are the main results?
The trained producers, the fairs, the cooperatives, the positive feedbacks and the growth interest for
the local products.

B.2 Success factors of best practice
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The legal regulations often took obstacles into activities, especially in the case of the fairs. The
Szekler products were more strictly controlled than other products, these were always strictly
examined. After a two years

period were obtained results concerning regulations (ex. small

slaughter houses).
The politicians and local responsibles supported activities because have seen the opportunity and
have felt its importance.
Strategy: Firstly a small term strategy of 4 years was elaborated, then it was extended until 2020.
This contains the main trends and objectives.
C. Regional policy considerations for the best practice

Besides the fairs a traditional food shop of Szekler products will be opened. The scope is not closing
this fairs, the main purpose is offering these products in each day of the week.
Among long term objectives is the organization of commercialization, and establishment of a logistic
center, which could assure provisions for hospitals and schools. In this way the negative competition
among producers would be eliminated. Another objective would be the organization of monthly
fairs also in other cities, in bigger localities as well. Development of human resources: need for a
markenting expert.

Which are the main obstacles?


Financial resources: in order to make further steps is necessary to have financial resources, in
many cases the own contribution is not enough.



Competition: Other companies, who do not produce traditional products, and who consider
that Szekler products are in competition with them (for ex. Gordon – producer of dairy
products)



Low salaries in the region.



Lack of awareness of local people as far as responsible consumption is concerned (they do
not consider important and a priority buying local products, etc.)
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Monthly farmers’ market in Miercurea Ciuc (Harghita county/Romania)
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3.5 Business cluster
Actions de promotion auprès des consommateurs circuits courts de
Cahier n.1

distribution des produits locaux de qualité – Bonnes pratiques et
propositions

Title:

Grapped'entreprises – Business cluster

Activity:

Best Practice Analysis from Belgium

Responsible Partner:

Croc'Espace asbl

Authors:

Et-taoufik Fathi

A. Summary

The Business cluster is a flexible structuring of local partnerships between small businesses operating
in the same sector, offering complementary products or services to each other.
It is most often artisans or small entrepreneurs from the same sub-region that associate together to
organize and deliver a range of services and products.It aims to set up an extensive network covering
the production, distribution, promotion and marketing of their products and services.
B. History, analysis and success factors of best practice
B.1 History and analysis of best practice

Background and objectives
Currently, there are three Business clusters operating in French-speaking Belgium, one in Tournai
(The cluster eco-construction), a second in Enghien (The cluster sustainable renovation) and the third
one in Beauraing (The beaurinoise cluster).They are all three active in the field of eco-construction.
The cluster allows partners to carry out multiple actions and positioning their work on the
employment axis.
A Business cluster project put together local players anchored on the field: Training centers,
integration enterprises, artisans, self-employed, agricultural and farming producers, tourism
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operators Those actors aims an integrated and sustainable development. The project goal is not
necessarily to expand existing activities, or even to stabilize them but to work to build and promote a
new socio-economic activity and to structure local cooperation based on a specific economic activity.
The purpose of the project is promoting a business and providing it with a skilled workforce, the final
objectives are:


Economic objective: Encouraging potential market opportunities



Ecological objective: Generalizingof friendly-environment products, materials and lifestyles



Social objective : Access to a source of employment for low-skilled public (Catering,

Agriculture, distribution / logistics ...)
A business cluster project develops diverse and complementary activities.Training activities, sector
structuration, communication, development of economic activities, which are connected together
and programmed to reinforce each other in the accomplishment of the same objectives.

Legal basis for the activity:
The business cluster has no legal status as such.The concept allows members to organize themselves
according to the will and their specific objectives.The status can be adapted according to the project
development.
Among the existing structures, we find structures which are limited to aunincorporated nonprofit
associations, but also some of them took the form of incorporated association.
Main actors :
The concerned public by the project are of three types:


Directly, the members of the cluster, the economic and social actors who sees an opportunity

for collaboration to strengthen, improve and expand their business.


Indirectly, the consumers who benefits from à wide democratic and ecological products and

services.


Also indirectly, the low-skilled job seekers who are offered training opportunities and

possibilities of employment in a growing sector.

Which are the main results?
The Good practice relayed here aims to support and promote the development of economic
activities which creates “localized” jobs accessible to low-skilled people.
Business clusters pursue three main objectives:


Economic objective
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Pedagogical/Learning objective



Citizen objective

Regarding the economic objective, the aim is to:


Promote locally anchored businesses,



Offer to customers a range of integrated and organized services,



Increase collaboration between partners,



Support their development.

For example, it may take the form of the creation of a joint website which promotes the activity
sector, the partners and their specific skills and know-how. It may consist also in developing specific
collaborations: as the commercial exploration, joint price offers and marketing campaigns.

Regarding the educational/training objective, it is met by networking between diverse partners,
networking allows:


a better and wide information and training dissemination,



to share the best practices,



to organize joint study visits

In terms of civic purpose, it should be noted that the clusters are part of a locally development
dynamicaround short supply chain.Moreover, a particularly strong motivation among actorsis to
develop a “local market” in order to limit and reduce transport and travel costs, thus reducing their
embodied energy while ensuring a better life quality.Finally, an important work to raise awareness of
sustainable development issues to the general public is often developed by clusters.
B.2 Success factors of best practice

Business Clusters are primarily partnership networks.They Bind associations and private enterprises,
but can also work with local and regional authorities.Moreover, the promotion of short supply chains
and organic production and awareness raising around sustainable development are timely topics to
strengthen collaboration between the different actors.

C. Regional policy considerations for the best practice
Implementinga business cluster is primarily an information work and networking effort. It is first
identifying the concerned stakeholders on a territory, and then allow them to know each other, and
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finally help them to identify their common identity, common interests and their complementarity.
This work therefore involves the creation of a “confidence zone” between the stakeholders.
Some important rules are therefore to be considered:


at least, a “coordination” must be proposed that will organize and develop collaborations,

the presence of a leader is more than necessary,


a common charter is also necessary,



the coordination meetings must be recurrent,



the pursuit of common goals is a source of cohesion.
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3.6 Collective purchasing groups
Actions de promotion auprès des consommateurs circuits courts de
Cahier n. 1:

distribution des produits locaux de qualité – Bonnes practiques et
propositions

Title:

Collective purchasing groups

Activity:

Good practices analysis - Belgium

Responsible Partner:

Croc’Espace asbl

Authors:

Alain Klein– Translation :Et-taoufik Fathi

A. Summary
The good practice presented below, began following contacts between environmental associations
(Friends of the Earth, Natagora ...) and the farmers of Herve (in Verviers region). Thus, a cycle of
lectures, film discussions on the themes of ”environment" and "agriculture" were started bringing in
light the environmental concerns, food, citizens and the everyday realities of agriculture. Approaches
related to health and nutrition were also experienced with the “citizens – consumers”.
To meet the growing needs of citizens/consumers and producers, an initiative of short supply chain
was launched through a “collective/joint purchasing group” (GAC :Groupementd’AchatCollectif in
French). "De Bouche à Oreille" association hired workers to professionalize tools (orders and
accounting) and thus to sustain the initiative. This good practice is sustained by an active
participation of volunteers who takes in charge the logistics and the delivery of organic local food,
but also of employees who takes in charge the organizational aspects of the project.
This good practice combines two dimensions:


a public awareness to the problem (the experience of farming and concerns of citizenship)



the launch of a social economy alternative.

B. History, analysis and success factors of best practice

B.1 History and analysis of best practice
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Background and objectives
The agriculture landscape of Pays de Herve is composed of small family farms, almost exclusively milk
production. This agriculture is too risky, the price of a liter of milk is not enough to cover production
costs, the farmers are disappearing one after the other. This situation has drawn the attention of "De
Bouche à Oreille" association.
In French-speaking Belgium (Wallonia-Brussels Federation), there is a decree to subsidize efforts
enhancing public awareness and critical analysis of the society. The decree said "Education
Permanente" (Continuing education) aims to promote citizen engagement in public life through
associations.
On the other hand, there is a different than mainly present in society economic dimension, the called
Social Economy. The benefits/profits are plowed back to the association in order to achieve its
objectives. The association "De Bouche à Oreille " bring together these two approaches. The projects
of this association invite citizens to be agents of change.
On the subject of short circuits, the purpose of the project revolves around two issues:


A reconciliation of citizen-consumers and agriculture.



The promoting of dynamic healthy local food offer by supporting local producers.
35

Main actors
The audiences involved in these projects are:


The producers and local processors of food products



The environmental groups and individuals concerned about the environment



Citizens seeking healthy local products



Workers and jobseekers



Volunteers wishing to engage in projects

The evolution of short circuits concerns:


The municipalities of the district of Verviers



The Province of Liège



Federal Food Safety Agency (AFSCA)

Which are the main results?
Socio-cultural objective:
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The good practice relayed here aims to enhance the collaboration between different audiences in
order to share their experiences. The idea of the project is to respond to the basic needs of the
audiences and not to force a new idea.
In this project the public-target is participating as agent of change in their awareness and the
development of economic activity.
Economic objective:
This activity generates direct employment within the project and indirect by the producers who
respond to the new demands by diversifying their production.
The economic results are such that the activity covers the wages of workers and new producers are
getting into gardening when he was very widespread in the region. The project allows also a
diversification of income for milk producers.
Pedagogical objective:
The project is in contact with an inter-GAC collective in Liège region to share best practices and
provide the lacking products in each area. Activities on consumption and food allow reflection and
change in consumers attitudes.

B.2 Success factors of best practice
Why became successful this intitiative?
This initiative is a success because it meets several needs in the region:


A need for diversification of agriculture to ensure a decent income for producers.



A need for citizens to have access to healthy local food.



An environmental need to limit the “travel” of food.

C. Regional policy considerations for the best practice
How could be extended? How could be more successful?
The extension of this action will be the development of a platform for distribution and delivery of
baskets of fruits and vegetables:
With the concerns of various factors such as:


Democratization of the organic local products prices.



A guarantee of a fair income for producers.



Agricultural diversification to enable the supply.
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Support for low-skilled employment.

It also aims at transferring the model outside the current geographical area in order to save the
“short chain” character of the process. The advantage of such model is its simplicity that combines
consumers, volunteers and workers efforts.
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3.7 Green village
Promotional activities of best practices with the consumers for the
Book n°1 :

short supply chains of the local quality products – Analysis of a good
practice

Title :

Green Village

Activity :

Best Practice Analysis - France

Partner :

CDE Petra Patrimonia

Authors :

Claire BERTRAND

The Green Village of Pays de Forcalquier
Act together for a local and united economy
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A. Summary
The Green Village includes local actors of common values to contribute to develop a respectful local
and united economy of the human being and its environment, by mutualizing places and means and
by developing collective dynamics.
For the member actors of the Green Village, it is a question of allowing the putting in synergy of the
activities : share premises, ideas, projects, public. In a context where the competition quickly
develops, it seems interesting to group together around common values and around stakes shared to
create a dynamics, centralize the offers and strengthen the rural economy.
So, the Green Village proposes to its users on a common place spaces of purchase of quality products
(organic farming, local production), information, relaxation, practices (workshops, trainings,
conferences to share and acquire knowledge) around a common denominator : a local, ecological,
social and sustainable economy.
The actors of the Green Village join an economic approach which :
-

Proposes an offer of alternative(alternate) consumption by conveying a common image ; by

attending to the complementarity of the activities ; by practicing a competition in agreement with
the principles of the social and social economy
-

Supports the financial stability of the initiatives by the mutualization and the cooperation

between the members
-

Develops the economic relations with partners by organizing joint actions, by proposing and

by participating in projects in the region
The actors of the Green Village also join an educational approach through their various activities and
they attend to :
-

Broadcast and share knowledge and practices

-

Incite to act differently: by training, by communicating, by giving the example, by practices

Finally, the actors of the Green Village join a social approach through their various activities, they
also attend to :
-

The development of jobs and solidarities by developing the local employment and by

perpetuating the structures ; by allowing all to reach quality products
-

The development of the social link on a new place of life and by livening up(by leading) the

district around the Green Village ; by the promotion of the solidarities and the mutual aid ; by
causing exchanges and meetings between all the social backgrounds
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The foundings actors : Jojoba (Biocoop, coopérative de produits biologiques), Unis verts Paysans
(point de vente collectif), CPIE (éducation à l’environnement), Agribio 04 (réseau de producteurs bio),
APEAS (économie solidaire). Aujourd’hui ces partenaires sont réunis au sein de l’association Village
Vert
The partners :
-

Financial partners : l’Union Européenne (FSE), l’Etat Français, la Région Provence Alpes Côte

d’Azur, le Conseil Général des Alpes de Haute-Provence, la Ville de Forcalquier et le Pays de HauteProvence
-

Technical partners : Boutique de Gestion (Association of support in the new business start-

up) and PILES (Information and raising awareness for social economy) gather within the local area
network of support in the social and social economy (RLA)

B. History, analysis and factors of success of this good practice
B1. History and analysis of this good practice

At the origin of the Green Village, there is :
-

Local collective projects : the initiative of the project is opened to the dynamics of the

territory with actors who get involved by the convergence of needs (bigger places, visibility) and of
desires (organize animations, strengthen partnerships)
-

Founding actors (cf. Part A above)

-

The vision of an alternative and united place : in the center of Forcalquier, a large-scale space

which groups various services which meet the expectations of inhabitants of the area of Forcalquier :
Biocoop, a peasant collective point of sale, an associative café, a network of organic producers,
gardens, a space dedicated to the eco-construction, a space of information and of conviviality around
the ecology and around the united economy
-

The desire to develop synergies : with the sharing of premises and other means, the sharing

of ideas, projects, … between logics of mutualization and cooperation, the crossings within the Green
Village allow the partners to group together around common values and to strengthen the actions of
each in favor of the territory and of the rural economy
-

Shared values : the various partners involved around the project are local actors who try to

promote, to develop a local, ecological, social and sustainable economy. It’s a question of
strengthening the local sectors around quality products (organic agriculture, local production) with
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logics associating the economic actors, the elected representatives, the inhabitants, the local
associative network.

The key stages since January, 2010 :
-

The various collective projects meet around the idea of the Green Village

-

« Jojoba » obtains an European financing to initiate a feasibility study

-

The City of Forcalquier and the “Pays de Haute-Provence” are attentive to the approach and
participate in the reflections concerning the setting up of the project

-

A first steering committee gathers the operational and institutional partners

-

An accompanying program is set up with two partners of a specialized network (RLA)

-

An operational study is confided by the city of Forcalquier to an analyst

-

A first partner takes place in the premises (Unis Verts Paysans) and inaugurates the Peasant
collective point of sale

-

The association is created and prepares the actions and projects to come

-

Participative construction sites are organized for the construction of stone walls

B2. Factors of success
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Contextual and characteristic factors having allowed the successful implementation of the action :
-

An effective dialogue between the various actors

-

Local collective projects with shared values

-

Motivated founding actors, ready to organize and to implement the project

C. Regional policy considerations for the best practice
The city council of Forcalquier, pursuing its sustainable development policy on its territory, led a
feasibility study for the creation of the Green Village on its municipality.
Now, it accompanies and supports this project which aims at gathering in the same place various
local actors around three founding axes:
-

The development of the short supply chains sectors of quality products

-

The promotion of production and consumption
environment and the humans

-

The promotion of social economy

practices more respectful of the
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The project of Green Village fits into a process of local development of agricultural quality produces
and voluntary and united economy where met several actors of the “Pays de Haute-Provence”.
In terms of sustainable development, the project includes :
-

A social part : support for not relocatable jobs and creation of places of socialization

-

An economical part : development of local agricultural sectors and quality food-processing

sectors
-

An environmental part : support for organic agriculture and consumption which limits

transport and packagings

It’s a practice for the long term, supported by the European Union (FSE), the French Government, the
District of “Provence Alpes Côte d’Azur”, the General Council of “Alpes de Haute-Provence”, the City
council of Forcalquier and the “Pays de Haute-Provence”.
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3.8 Promotion and marketing of traditional honey «Macheras»
Actions de promotion aprés des consommateurs circuits courts de
Cahier n. 1:

distribution des produits locaux de qualité – Bonnes practiques et
propositions

Title:

Promotion and marketing of traditional honey “Macheras”

Activity:

Best Practice Analysis from Macheras Mountain Bee, Cyprus

Responsible Partner:

Technical Training Center Cyprus

Authors:

Constantina Lazari

A.The history about the honey in Cyprus

Cyprus was well known for its honey since antiquity, although little evidence is available to support
this from ancient sources. We know that during the celebrations in favor of Goddess Aphrodite a
sweet product named ‘plakountas’ was offered that was made with honey and dough (or honey,
olive oil and flour). During the medieval period, products of the honey bee, mainly honey and wax
were recorded as major export products. Well known traveler and writer of the 18th century, Russian
Basilios Barsky makes explicit reference to the fact that ships were approaching Larnaca port to load
the main export products of the island, namely olive oil, wines, carobs and honey. Jiovanni Mariti
(1760) also makes reference to the trade of wax which was gathered in Nicosia, packaged into barrels
and sent to Larnaca port for export.
The unique Cypriot bee hive, named ‘tziverti’ is also highly praised by many foreign travelers who
appear to have been impressed by the fact that Cypriots were cultivating bees literally in their
houses.
The activity regarding promotion and marketing of traditional Honey started in Odou. The production
of honey started from the family, fifteen years ago, and it is mainly a family business. Michael and
Costas have been practicing bee keeping since their childhood, inheriting the knowledge and secrets
of the profession from their parents. Their company is located at Odou, a fairly remote village of the
Orini (Mountainous) Larnaca, on the Southeastern slopes of the Macheras Mountains. The village is
situated between Macheras forest and an agricultural plain where a diverse range of deciduous and
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citrus trees are grown. Among the wild plants, the one that dominates the scene, is the lavender
variety, (lavandula angustifolia) known in Cyprus as ‘Mirofora’. This purple colored plant decorates
the rural road network of the region during its flowering period, in spring time. This setting is
therefore perfect for bees in producing honey with a blend rich in aromas and high in nutritional
value.
The two genuine beekeepers manage a company with more than 1,000 hives and a fully equipped
processing unit that meets the quality and hygiene standards as set by the Health Authorities. Under
their close care and attention and despite many setbacks, capacity is constantly growing in order to
meet the additional demand for their products. Hives are moved constantly between different places
depending on the flowering season. During the period of citrus blossoming, bees are transported
down the plain and close to the citrus groves and then, during the flowering of wild plants, they are
moved back to the hills of Odou. During thyme flowering, bees are transported to places with dense
thyme bushes collecting a honey that is strongly aromatic.
Main actors
Michael and Costas and their family (children) supported the above initiative and work for their
business very hard.
Was the initiative a planned one or it just happened?
The initiative was not planned. The family started practicing on bee keeping since their chilhood as a
hobby . Over time they set up a company and have axpanded it. They enjoyed and liked it very much
so they continued to produce honey until now. The main issue/problem that they face at the
beggining was how to supply and promote their product to the consumers of the region.
How was the problem solved?
The activities undertaken till fifteen years ago were not the most advanced for the production,
supply and distribution of honey. However, the last 7 years the distribution and supply of honey have
been developed and modernized so much and therefore the productivity and sales have been
increased.
Which are the main results?
As a result of new methods and hygiene rules the production has been increased. The distribution to
the consumers was their main goal so they organised every year traditional festivals and small fairs
to promote the healthy product. The objectives of the business at the beggining was to produce
honey for their family and neighbours. However, as time passed their production became known in
neighboring villages and especially to one of the biggest monasteries “Macheras”, where they
cooperate in order to produce the honey. For that reason the name of the honey is Macheras.
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B.2 Success factors of best practice

The initiative of Macheras honey is succefull because consumers are looking for the particular honey
and they go to the producers, at their business, at Odou to buy for their businesses and families. The
producers do not sell the honey to big supermarkets/hypermarkets etc., however they supply with
honey small bio-shops, traditional coffee shops and restaurants in the small touristic villages of the
Larnaka region.

That happens because honey is a basic ingredient in Cyprus cooking and

confectionery since ancient times and a healthy alternative to sugar in coffee, tea or in baking.

Suppliers of 100% Cyprus natural honey
The company produces and packages in a variety of sizes polyfloral honey which is a blend of thyme,
citrus and wild plants nectar collected from their own honey bees that have travelled long distances
in a multitude of locations around the Cypriot countryside. Only minor quantities are taken from
other, small bee keepers as their quality strategy dictates that they only use honey from their own
bees, in that they are fully in charge of the bee keeping practises. Macheras honey is a 100% Cyprus
product and no blends of imported honey are taken by the company either for processing or for
wholesale trading.

C. Regional policy considerations for the best practice

How could be extended? How could be more succesful?
This honey can be part of all the traditional fairs that are taking place in Cyprus during summer time.
Besides the fairs, a traditional honey shop of Macheras honey will be opened in Larnaca town center.
The scope is assuring these products in each day of the week to all people that can not reach the
mountainous area of Larnaka.
Lastly, the scope is to expand their distribution to consumers in all Cyprus (Paphos and Paralimni).
Probably, they would like to open traditional honey shops in all towns and also supply with the
product more restaurants and bakeries.
Which are the main obstacles?


Financial Resources: in order to make further steps is necessary to have financial resources



Lack of awareness of local people about the product – people from the cities do not know
very well the product – there is a need of promoting the product to more consumers
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Marketing methods that are not well known to the family – social media etc.
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3.9 Promotion of organic farm Vratarič
Actions de promotion aprés des consommateurs circuits courts de
Cahier n. 1:

distribution des produits locaux de qualité – Bonnes practiques et
propositions

Title:

Promotion of Organic farm Vratarič

Activity:

Best Practice Analysis from Pomurje region, Slovenija

Responsible Partner:

Centre for Health and Development Murska Sobota

Authors:

Silva Nemeš, Peter Beznec

A. Executive Summary
Organic farm is a legal entity that is usually formed in a private sector and uses associated legislation
to work in this field. In Pomurje region we have many small organic producers, but they are reluctant
to connect into cooperatives because these are not well organized. There are some changes made in
this field recently (in 2013), but the cooperatives are relatively small and at the beginning of their
operations. They are just starting to promote themselves and invite farmers to join them. We
present a farm that started to work in 2000 and was a pioneer in several fields of organic production
in Slovenia. It started to operate by an individual initiative and because of the entrepreneurship of its
founder, quickly found its market nationwide. It significantly helped other private initiatives to start
their business in Pomurje region and wider. It is located near regions capital Murska Sobota in a small
village Polana.

B. History, analysis and success factors of best practice
B.1. History and analysis of best practice
Organic farm Vratarič is a family farm with one employed person and several external cooperants.
Organic farm Vratarič is run by its owner, Nina Vratarič, who inherited the farm from her father.
Farm was in a bad shape when she decided to go into this business. She always dreamed of an
organic farm, but she did not want it to be an animal breeding farm as most people / farmers had it
in the region of Pomurje. Instead she was looking for a farm that she saw as a best practice example
in neighboring country Austria. It all started in year 2000, when her father put first acres of land into
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organic control. First she started with production of organic eggs and was the first in Slovenia ever to
have registered a production of eggs from pasture bred hens. Also her stall was the first in the state
that was built with natural materials (wood, organic foil) and there were 1200 hens on about 450 m2
space. In the beginning, the production was much bigger than demand, so Nina decided, it was time
to make good promotion. She started to make promotion of cooked eggs and she compared her eggs
to other, industrial produced eggs – and she succeeded. In years 2002-2008 she was selling 80009000 eggs a week to the biggest market share holder in Slovenija. They made a brand “Bilice s
prekmurske ravnice” and it was the most recognized brand in the production of organic eggs and
eggs in general in Slovenia. Customers did not feel challenged to pay more money for these eggs in
comparison to other industrial eggs, simply because they were of a higher quality.
She started to look ahead: educated herself in neighboring Austria, in west part of Slovenia and was
the pioneer of thinking about introducing partnership farming in Slovenia – an idea that originally
emerged in France. She was seriously thinking about expanding her business to other products – not
just eggs. Something pulled her forward – she got a little bit bored with the production of eggs, it got
monotone. Also the lack of diversity – only one product on the market from her farm started to make
her worried.
A giant turnover happened when lightning struck the farm in 2008. The production stopped. She
looked for help and after the veterinarian said to her she has to lose at least 700 hens because they
had no roof over their head, she did not know what to do. So she made a radio advert that she is
donating more than 700 hens and in one day she managed to donate all. Hundreds of people came
to her yard and everybody but one gave her some money for hens to try to help her get through this
disaster. She kept around 400 hens and tried to cope.
She was not able to distribute eggs to all Slovenian stores anymore. She was in a bad situation. She
did a lot of research and tried to listen to her inner voice and wishes. She always wanted to have a
store, a little store that would sell what she had on the farm and people would buy what it had to
offer. Also, her great wish always was, to have a boutique farm, a garden with different sorts of
vegetables, homemade products and a small family store where everybody gets everything in small
doses. She again educated herself, asked for advice, made a field research and then made a business
plan of action.
After renovation that took over a year in 2009 she rebuilt a farm. She made a garden and a small
store and went to sell in the local organic market. There she met the most renowned Slovenian chef
Bine Volčič. They talked about cooperation, developing business, finding the market for organic
products,… In 2011 their conversations grew into serious business cooperation. She now has eggs as
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a side product, mostly they started to focus on production of vegetables and jams. In 2011 they
started to develop a new brand for jams. Their goal is, that in five years time, this brand is to become
the most renowned brand for jams in Slovenia.

B.2 Success factors of best practice

The first ideas were jams (unusual taste – apricot with mint), pasta sauce from organic vegetables
(tomato with beans, use of a lot of root vegetables). Also they developed so called “hot line” with hot
chili peppers, beets, cucumbers, paprika, brought zucchinis in vinegar with mint and basil. After these
were tested among friends and expanded family members, they started a newly developed brand
called “Etuška” in 2012. Their goal is to make this brand the best brand for jams and pickled
vegetables in the Slovene market in five years.
Her business partners (chef) wish, is to have his own cooking school, with a lot of emphasis on
organic ingredients. Her input are the ingredients, partners input is kitchen equipment.
Also the farm in future needs farmers, workers in the fields, now they employ the promotion
manager, chef and organic farmer. She has with the chef a 50/50 agreement: she made new recipes
and made the jams and picked vegetables, the chef tasted it and graded it. Now she sells everything
on her own.
1)

At the moment they sell everything in their own yard – they do not need an internet site,

even though they are going to build it soon, just because of being “out there” and expand promotion.
2)

Diversity of products is very important; you cannot be so successful just with one product, as

far as her farm is concerned.
3)

Now they produce camelina, linen, hemp, walnut, sunflower oils, they will make poppy oil.

4)

They invested into their own oil press and will also offer services to other who will need it.

5)

Their goal is still to have sales at the farm in a boutique organic store.

6)

In distant future they want to make a low budget hostel at the attic that is now empty and

mini organic camp in the back yard of the farm. “Experience the organic farm” is their future plan.
7)

She makes smaller packages – so sells are more successful – for instance 1l of hemp oil costs

40 EUR (a few are prepared to pay that). And 2,5 dcl of hemp oil is 10 EUR. They sell all of it.
She thinks that every farm could work like this. In her opinion in Pomurje region the problem is in the
people – they do not believe in themselves and do not trust others, they are not willing to educate
themselves and are not confident enough to start a business like this.
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C. Regional policy considerations for the best practice
Organic farm Vratarič is a family business with external partners/cooperatives. Their team consists of
a farm owner/farmer, chef, and marketing/promotion manager.
Long term impact is that she and her family can make a good living from the farm. Local community
does not appreciate these sorts of business at least not in a way she thinks is appropriate. Who do
appreciate – one gastronomist – she does not have enough quantity of the products to distribute, for
instance, through the whole year to one big gastronomy provider. Boutique sales are of her interest,
but only in tight connection to quality, awareness and appreciation.
She was the initiator of pasture bred hens in Slovenia in 2001. 5 people from the whole country have
pasture bred hens because of her.
She gave lectures to unemployed people when a big textile factory shut down in 2011 and more than
1000 people lost their jobs. Some of these people decided to start their own business on the basis of
motivation workshops she held for them. They are still in touch and exchange information (vegetable
farm, eggs production, baking businesses) in Pomurje region (Kupšinci, Bakovci) and through all
Slovenia (Savinjska dolina, Ptuj,…). Why there is not more businesses like this: people say that it is
not worth it, that is a general mentality.
She gives some products away as gifts – very successful motivation for customers. She also gives a lot
of advice for free. People respect her advice – very positive informal communication – she is able to
do that, because of home sales.
Her strong point is also location: situated near regions capital and on the road that links Goričko –
weekend area with the national highway. Everybody that drives through her village can see hens
breeding outside.
Profile of her buyers:
-

Young families: 30 % (local frequently, also from all of the Slovenia)

-

Weekend visitors from west Slovenia, 40-45 years old: 10 %

-

Seniors: 30-35 %

-

Sick people, some of them want to get their health back in a month which they destroyed in

years: 15%
-

Mixture of different profiles: 10 %.

The farm definitely needs physical help on the fields to make more products, while demand is
exceeding production. If there are any fresh surpluses of vegetables, she does not throw them away,
she makes picked vegetables or jams.
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She would like to employ workers as a socially responsible company, but the biggest problem
represents the public calls that have different rules, not suitable for her farm. She now manages to
have volunteers in season or pays by an hour. She would like to make more products, but that plan is
very much connected to the quantity of field work.

C.1. Main obstacles for lacking improvement


Cooperatives are unsuccessful because of lack of connections between organic farmers. They
need an official institution to connect them. Reasons are: they do not trust each other
because of cultural patterns, historical facts.



Awareness for organic/healthy food and environment is getting higher but people are still
lazy: farmers/producers and buyers/consumers are too lazy (organic farmers have to do a lot
of manual work and customers are not keen to go to a farm to buy products, they want to
buy everything in one place - supermarkets). On the other hand people come from faraway
places to buy healthy food and products.



Promotion is the key: after 10 years of promotion she still thinks that there are some
reserves; but 10 years of work has already been done in this field and results are more that
satisfying. She did all of this work in a private sector, with no help of any government
programs, not on a state, regional or local level.

References
Interview with an owner Nina Vratarič on Tuesday, October 1st 2013.
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The beginnings of organic vegetables production on organic farm Vratarič in 2011.
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Nina at the presentation of her new organic brand “Etuška”, at Eco basket, 2012.
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“Etuška” brand for organic products from organic farm Vratarič, 2012.
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Nina in front of a hemp field, 2013.
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Some of the inside of the boutique organic store located in Nina’s back yard, 2013.
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3.10 Organic agriculture - Short supply chain - Local development

Cahier n. 1:

Actions de promotion auprès des consommateurs circuits courts de
distribution des produits locaux de qualité – Bonnes practiques et
propositions

Title:

Organic agriculture, short chain supply and local development

Activity:

Good practices analysis – Italy/Calabria

Responsible Partner:

Biconbì

Authors:

Stefania Bozzo

A. Summary
In Italy and in the Region of Calabria the concepts of environmental sustainability, protection of
health and critical consumptions, combine the themes of organic local production and short chain
farming. The Calabria Region, "aware and responsible, recognizes the critical consumption as a
means of promoting the citizens health and well-being and encourages local producers and
dissemination of quality products as tools to protect consumers, the environment and as an
expression of solidarity principle". By virtue of these principles, our region has recognized the GAS
(joint purchasing groups) and GODO (Organized Groups of supply and demand) as tools in support of
short supply chain and the production of local quality products with the regional law 18/07/2011 n.
23. The joint purchasing groups represent an important experience where groups of people meet in
order to buy wholesale food, selecting and prioritizing local biological and ecological productions,
respecting the working conditions and the environment.
Starting from the experience of GAS, then GODO were born, which are organized groups of
producers and consumers aimed at promoting the encounter between supply and demand for
organic products in the territory. GODO’s main activity is the collective purchase of products directly
from certified organic farms that are located within the reference territory of the GAS group or in
closer production areas for those products not grown in the region and/or province of belonging.
In recent years in Italy but also in our region and province, a positive trend appeared in the number
of players and the extension of the surfaces organically grown and many were born as GAS and
GODO; The number of households participating in a GAS is in average 25, corresponding to 100
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consumers and there are approximately 100,000 consumers who use GAS products or 25,000
households.
The regional law represents for our region an important step that allows both the production and
distribution of local agricultural products of excellence and quality of our territory with the general
concept of hospitality, community, integration, solidarity. Another element of strength for the local
context of Calabria, projected within the guidelines for the regional law implementation, involves the
establishment in the Department of Agriculture of a regional GAS (joint purchasing groups) and
GODO (Organized Groups Demand and Supply) list and the formal recognition of so-called Farmers
markets reserved for local producers to sell their products directly.

B.History, analysis and success factors of best practice
B.1 History and analysis of best practice
Gas were born in Italy in the 90's by the commitment of the whole territory of AIAB, Italian
Association for Organic Farming, which unites 25 producers, engineers, and citizens/consumers in
commitment to the promotion of organic farming as an alternative development model to
'"industrial agriculture", able to direct ecologically speaking the market participants and the public
behaviour and, in particular, their approach to the method of production and consumption. In 1997
the network of joint purchasing groups was founded in order to link together the various groups
scattered throughout the territory, exchanging information on the products and producers and
promote the basic idea. Up to now, there are 800 GAS in Italy. They are followed by the GODO still
born on the request of the Association AIAB as an additional service to offer to the shareholders of
the purchasing groups favouring the testing of a new, more immediate, direct form of encounter,
exchange and organization between producers and consumers. The activities of the association AIAB
at the regional level, and thus in the Calabria region, has led to the spread on the territory of the GAS
experience and GODO campaign until regulatory approval by the regional law 18/07/2011 n. 23. The
law was enacted from the bill no. 89/9 of June 2011 "Rules for the support of joint purchasing groups
(GAS), organized groups for the demand and supply, and the promotion of short supply chain". In this
regulatory step, our region recognizes the benefits of short supply chain and GAS and GODO as tools
to stimulate the short supply chain production and 0 km products i.e. products from areas of regional
production, according to the article n. 1 of Law N. 29 of 14/08/2008, "Standards to guide and support
the consumption of regional agricultural products", and quality products, i.e. those coming from
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organic crops, typical and traditional products. So far, in the Calabria Region, there are respectively 7
GAS and 1 GODO.

FEATURES
The joint purchasing group is a " trustful channel " between producers and consumers, fed by a
common interest and defined by shared parameters. The good ceases to be only a product and it also
becomes a relationship tool between people who, in addition to the roles of producers and
consumers, call their own faces and stories into play 1 ".
So the three main features are:
- Small because it is based on a simple and efficient organization that promotes the direct
comparison between the partners
- Local because it privileges the native productions especially of biological origin
- Joint because there is the principle of solidarity among the members, between members and
producers, with the environment and the peoples of the South of the world and disadvantaged social
groups, as opposed to purely commercial exchange model of sale-purchase.
The three main forms that they can take are:
• informal group;
• association;
• support to a shop/cooperative, which correspond to different tax regimes and statutory charges.

Association
The institutional form of the Joint Purchasing Groups is the associative one. The Association can
involve a large number of people, and carry out activities to promote and raise awareness: there is
no need to have a headquarter, the membership fee covers the small costs (telephone, photocopies
...). To build up in Association, it is necessary to draw up a Statute and a Deed of Partnership, which
shall be deposited at the Registry Office. The National Insurance Number (NIN) should then be
requested to the tax offices, and eventually open a Bank Account made payable to the Association.
The NIN will allow to make purchases from producers receiving invoices addressed to the group. To
purchase from distributors however the VAT number is needed. All book-keeping and receipts have
to be kept in a register, which has no value for tax purposes, but which can be used in the case of
checks and must remain in the registered office of the Association.

1

Source www.retegas.org
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Support to existing associations
Some GAS are supported by an association, a cooperative or an existing shop, remaining an
autonomous group. In this case, the participants have to be members of the Association host, which
allows the use of its facilities and maybe even the space needed for the "warehouse". The necessary
condition is that the collective purchases fall within the objectives of the Association or of the
Cooperative, otherwise it is necessary to modify the Statute in this respect.

Spontaneous group
This aggregative form of group is more common among GAS. Almost all groups, in fact, were simply
born as a small group spontaneously, or were formed within the existing groups for other reasons
(without the need for a particular structure, acting in an informal and unstructured way for which
someone among the members is responsible for collecting orders and staying in contact with
manufacturers, then distributing to all members.

FUNCTIONING
The GAS members make a list of useful products that is regularly updated, depending on the season
or the availability of products in the field and in stock, of the suppliers members. This is sent by email
to all the members who according to their needs re-send the order form to the sender within a
specified time. The head of the group gets the arrived orders and communicates to each supplier the
quantities of product to be delivered, returning then to the consumer members, always by e-mail,
the date and time of the withdrawal.
The GODO represent an additional service organized and structured between and for the members
of GAS individual groups while maintaining the same operative mode. Everything is set up as an
exchange between consumer members and producer members, however, through the intermediary
of the association AIAB that manages on behalf of the consumer members and producing members
the list and orders.

B.2 Success factors of best practices
The benefits of GAS reality
1. Occupation
The small and medium producers, as compared to large companies, tend to be high intensity of
labour (hours of labour used for a product), rather than high intensity of capital (share of funding
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used for a product), therefore, the choice of the first more than the latter is an important tool to
recognize the economic value to work and create jobs.
2. Working conditions
The economic recognition must also be accompanied by a social recognition of the work and hence in
front of a steady deterioration of working conditions in the global economy where multinational
companies transfer production where the costs are lower, or where labour is less paid and the
workers’ rights are less respected; the support for small and medium sized local producers, especially
those involved in organic productions, helps to establish a minimum acceptable standard of working
conditions, which can be shared and respected anywhere in the world.
3. Culture and cultivation
Local products related to traditional crops and cultures typical of each area, suffer under the
pressure of mass consumption imposed by the global market. Supporting the production and
consumption of "local" means contributing to its survival and protecting biodiversity, as well as
cherishing a world of flavours, recipes and traditions for future generations.

The success factors
The law identifies as key actors in the promotion of GAS and GODO and of course the public
institutions in charge of this, single or associated companies, producer groups, cooperatives and
consortiums, acknowledging the demands of economic and social partnership and therefore the local
reality agricultural production and consumer markets.
The strength of the purchasing Group is the voluntary commitment and Some buying groups are not
limited to trading but have established as a goal the consumer awareness to the problems of
sustainable development and the education to critical consumption. They also organize dinners,
meetings and group visits to entrepreneurs. In fact, often, the social element is the group’s
fundamental.
The regional law for Calabria has represented, as compared to the GAS and GODO a step forward for
three reasons:
- establishment at the agriculture department of a specific list, to which subscribing to enjoy then the
regional incentive grant provided for a maximum of € 5,000.00;
- establishment of the Regional Council of GAS and GODO as formal grouping of GAS and GODO
regularly subscribers to the regional list for the implementation of the regional law
- Provision of measures to support farmer's markets, such as municipal areas equipped for the
promotion and maintenance of markets reserved to local entrepreneurs for the direct sale of
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products exclusively coming from Calabria short supply chain, that is from certified organic
agriculture;
- Promotion of information activities (thematic meetings, workshops ...) for the diffusion and
knowledge of the tools of direct sales, GAS, GODO and Farmer's markets and raising awareness on
issues of environmental sustainability and critical consumptions.
Therefore, from this, different GAS and GODO have already been approved and recognized in the
Calabria region and specifically one GAS and two GODO only in the sole province of Cosenza; one
GODO among them has already been activated independently with the world's third sector to
promote an integrated communication strategy in favour of the real affirmation of the biological
culture. The Cooperative Promidea involved in the operation has already developed and submitted a
proposal, which is attached, concerning a communication action in schools to encourage students
towards the culture of organic products, short supply chain, the Mediterranean diet, the typical and
genuine local products, qualitative processing methods, properties and characteristics of all the
products of the Calabria agriculture.

C. Regional policy considerations for the best practice
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The G.A.S. correspond to the consumer’s new demands and it is equally true that they can meet and
solve some of the most significant issues for agricultural enterprises, especially small and mediumsized, that too often fail to channel their products in an organized retail trade and to remunerate the
quality of the products themselves.
In Calabria, companies tend to be small and the presence, especially in the province, of a mixed
cropping system especially in the areas of hill/mountain, represents a factor supporting "short supply
chains" between producer and consumer as a means to enhance the quality of agriculture, reduce
the cost of intermediations (a higher quality at a final transparent price and cheaper for those who
buy, and definitely a more equitable remuneration for the producers) and to stimulate and promote
the consumption of local products. Furthermore, the development of a direct relationship allows to
small and medium-sized, that are generally marginalized or excluded from the regular channels of
trade, to have a prospect of survival.
To the benefits associated with this privileged form of short supply chain have alongside however
weak points such as the fact that the GAS often do not correspond to network of agricultural
producers (supply) able to meet a demand of agricultural product but of basket. This is probably a
temporary element linked to the "spontaneous" and recent dynamics of the (GAS) and an inadequate
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policy knowledge, structuring and support of the second ones (Agricultural producers). So concerning
this, it is necessary to have a working knowledge of the profiles, the sizes, quality and quantity of
demand (how many and which products are in demand, in which territory, which services are
needed, etc. ..) and to relate these to an equivalent level of organization quali-quantitative territorial
supply of agricultural products and services in these functionals (identifying agricultural enterprises
that are interested, organizing purchasing groups per territory, product or basket of products).
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3.11 Rural Development Programme and Local Action Group
Actions de promotion auprès des consommateurs circuits courts de
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A. Summary

RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME AND LAGs
Community planning relies on the Rural Development Programme (RDP) for the definition of
strategies, objectives and interventions in the agricultural, agro-industrial, forestry sector and rural
development in Europe.
The holders of the bottom-up programming are the local action groups (LAGs), consisting of a set of
public and private components, expressions of a given territory. These individuals are responsible for
the development strategy and are responsible for its implementation.
The LAGs, as expressly provided for in paragraph 12 of the Communication from the European
Commission to the Member States of the Union dating 14 April 2000, must be the " balanced
expression and representative selection of the partners from different socioeconomic sectors in the
territory. At decision-making level , the economic partners and associations must represent at least
50 % of the local partnership."
Each LAG prepares a local development strategy (LDS) which defines a set of actions and objectives
of rural development proposed by local communities in the intervention area of the LAG. The LAGs
receive an allocation from the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) to finance
projects in their respective intervention territories. However, it is in specific implementation of the
Axis IV - LEADER – of RDP that the Local Action Groups (LAG) play an important role in defining,
activating and realizing in the expertise areas, specific local development strategies, using the
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financial contributions granted by the European Union and by the European Agricultural Guidance
and Guarantee Fund .
The Community Initiative LEADER, an acronym from the French Liaison entre actions de
développement de l'économie rurale

(Link between actions for the development of the rural

economy), was founded in 1989 with the aim of orienting to practice new approaches and methods
in the development paths of the rural areas and it is now one of the priority axes of the
communitarian policies of rural development.
With the LEADER program, Europe has sought to invest in improving the socio -economic
development of rural areas of the European Union , facilitating local operators, united in partnership
to present large and structured project ideas ( The LDP Local Development Plans ), designed to
exploit the potentials of its own territories, to increase the attractiveness of rural areas for
businesses and people to maintain and create new employment opportunities in rural areas and
promote a sustainable development.
In Calabria RDP 2007 – 2013, the LEADER approach has the task of supporting the local development
strategies through the tools of public and private partnership, the bottom-up programming,
cooperation between rural territories and networking of local partnerships, from LEADER previous
experiences and integrated regional planning .

B. History , analysis and success factors of best practice
B.1 History and analysis of best practices

The LAGs experience begins with the starting of Community action Leader in 1989-1993. From the
historical analysis, a proliferation of LAGs has been identified in the evolution of the program in all its
phases. In programming Leader II 94-99, indeed, in addition to the 17 already present in Leader I, 183
new LAGs have been added: of these, 139 continue in Leader +, while 44 interrupt the experience. In
the 2000-2006 programming period there are 19 new LAGs. Including 17 in the Centre- North and
only 2 in the South. During programming 2007-2013, 192 Local Action Groups are selected .
In Calabria the RDP 2007 - 2013 has identified the eligible areas for the LEADER initiatives only in
intermediate rural varied areas, the intermediate rural Areas of extensive agriculture with
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developmental delay, 18 have been identifying2. As compared to the 2007 - 2013 programming, 14
Local Development Plans of the Region of Calabria were selected, whose main objectives were:
• promoting and strengthening the capacity of local planning and management ;
• improving the participation of local people in policies definition ;
• developing the unexpressed local resources ;
• promoting local products, rural tourism resources and natural resources , including sites of
Community Importance (Natura 2000) .
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The LAG: FEATURES
THE STRUCTURE
The LAGs represent those involved on
defined

rural

territories,

with

well-

a

population of between 10,000 and 100,000 inhabitants, at sub-regional level.

2

Source: The LEADER approach in the Calabria Region - NATIONAL RURAL NETWORK 2007-2013 Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Forestry
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They are identifiable and classifiable taking into account certain requirements :
• Number of participating municipalities
• Surface (Km2 )
• Population
• Density ( per km2 )
• Number of partners
o

Public

o

Private

In Calabria there are 143 active LAGs going from a minimum of 11 to a maximum of 50 municipalities,
with local areas of more than 1000 km and a population that ranges from 20,000 to over 150,000 (Ex:
LAG Monte Poro Vibonesi ) .
INTERVENTIONS
Each LAG shall develop and implement a project focused on a central theme, typical of the identity
and/or resources and specific knowledge of the territory. Each LAG must adopt one or more themes
among those recommended by the European Union, or propose an alternative. The 4 priority themes
are:
1 . The use of new technologies and new know-how to increase the competitiveness of the products
and services of the territories
2 . Improving the quality of life in rural areas
3 . The promotion of local products, in particular by organizing collective actions through access to
markets for small production units
4 . Enhancement of natural and cultural resources
LEGAL PERSONALITY
The LAGs are formed providing an ad hoc structure, which does not necessarily have to result in the
adoption of a predetermined legal form, but which is still compatible with the legal tradition of each
country and with the purposes which they must pursue. On the basis of these interests and purposes
the formation of Local Action Groups, and therefore the non-profit end and the need to create broad
partnerships are able to concretely represent the rural reality and guarantee the possibility of
effective participation of all the local partners concerned, the LAG have assumed heterogeneous
nature, not only compared to several European countries, but also within the same country. In fact in

3

Source: National Rural Network 2007 – 2013 http://geogal.inea.it/default.asp?p=home&regione=18
e http://www.reterurale.it/flex/cm/pages/ServeBLOB.php/L/IT/IDPagina/653
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Europe, situations where the central authority has intervened forcing the adoption of a particular
legal form are rare. In Italy, the LAG has been granted freedom from the EU and national legislator
regarding the legal form to be taken. In fact, in the State-Regions Conference, it was decided that
each region has to draw up the program complement necessary for the implementation of the
project leader, without national interference of the state. This has meant that in Italy, LAGs are made
assuming a wide range of legal forms , with a differentiation of legal forms adopted not only for what
concerns the entire peninsula but also within the same region. The form of consortium is prevailing,
which is followed by the form of association, a limited liability company, then the co-operative
society and the consortia.
Another important aspect related to the legal LAG, and closely linked to the principle of the open
door, regards compliance with the percentage of public and private components in the decisionmaking body. The LAGs are in fact mixed groupings of public partners (municipalities, provinces and
mountain communities) and private ones in a relationship that tends to be equal in relation to
decision-making bodies (the public cannot in any case exceed 50% ), mainly representing the rural
population and the reference area. The number of members for each LAG today is an average of 16
with a predominance of private members on the public ones. Only in the Centre, the private and
public partners are equal. Among the public members, municipalities with an average incidence of
78% prevail. This incidence is higher in the Centre-South than in the North .
Among the private members, associations (44), businesses (30) and cultural associations (7) record
for more than 80% : this distribution is similar between the South and the North, with the only
difference that in the North there is a greater presence of cultural associations that are present in
almost the same number of companies. On the contrary, in the Centre, businesses dominate (59)
with respect to associations. At the Centre, cultural associations are almost absent.
Legal personality is a very important requirement for a LAG. In fact, the fiscal autonomy allows
subjects participating to LAGs not to put at risk their personal assets; as a consequence, the assets of
the institution is clearly different from that of its components.

B2. Success factors of best practice

The benefits of LAG realities
Through the LEADER experience and the introduction of the principle of bottom-up development
LAGs have played a crucial role in programming; on the other hand, the process based on partnership
requires the single, which is an integral part and represents it, to engage and to assume the
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responsibility of a collective effort, in contrast to the behaviour of a simple external operator that
participates in the conception and management of development programs but is not a direct
beneficiary in terms of results, benefits, profits.
The LAGs are still a social reality in which private and public associations and local authorities play a
central role in local development processes ; an endogenous approach to the development that is
realized through the creation and the action of intermediate centres in the rural areas and not only
most of the big poles.
The LAGs experience and their evolution over time with respect to program objectives (RDP - Leader)
has shown a positive correlation between actors belonging to different sectors of the local economy
(global multi-sectorial approach) and the ability to integrate interventions in different sectors
(integrated development) for the emergence of social capital in rural areas.
Examples of LAG projects leader in Calabria related to short chain
The LAG Kroton in its programming that has just ended 2007 – 2013, established the "social market"
and promoted the solidarity expense, giving the opportunity to those who live in economic
difficulties to have access to food. The initiative involves the realization through the media of lists
and boards of fruit and vegetables and agro-food (with a preference for pasta and bread) available at
the respective price (equal to the only costs of production) that will be proposed to citizens in need .
The LAG SILA, a consortium which has among its main lines of actions the introduction of short chain
marketing systems and the expansion of services in support of the local production system; it
presented the project Club Silautentica Product. The project aim was to create a circuit of quality and
excellence among the companies strictly present within the Silane municipalities, accommodations
and other. The project has promoted awareness of the brand Club Silautentica product, exhibited by
all member companies in order to seasonally adjust and innovate the offer of rural tourism in the
territory of the Sila Grande. Among the requirements of the members, let us note the use of raw
materials and/or semi-finished goods from the territory of Sila Grande and traditional production
methods, enhancing the short chain, the conservation of biodiversity consisting of plant species and
native animal and the preservation of local food productions. The setting up of factory outlets was
also provided in which to sell and promote products of own production and/or processing or at least
typical from the territory of Sila Grande.
The CO.L.A.G. Monte Poro - Serre Vibonesi, a cooperative consortium formed by socio- economic and
institutional partners operating in the province of Vibo Valentia, through the activation of the
measures envisaged in Axe I, II and III of the "integrated" process; it is active in the promotion of the
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"short chain" logic and the enhancement of local heritage and its resources in terms of local products
and excellence ('Nduja from Spillinga, red onion from Tropea).
The LAG Alto Jonio Federico II is a limited liability consortium; it has included in the LDP presented in
the LEADER Programme 2007 - 2013 the following objectives:
- Adopting " short chain" systems encouraging the development of farmers' markets and the use of
products in the field of typical food .
In the reference area, two micro-chains have been identified both conducive to the ORGANIC
certification, of social and economic interest, such as:
A) the supply chain of small berries ;
B) the supply chain of products deriving from an "extensive" use of its soil : vegetable products and
no-food products .
The LAG Sila Greca - Basso Jonio Cosentino was born in 2000 as a consortium, then assumed the
legal name of limited liability society, presenting a social asset today consisting of 59 members, 15 of
which are public part and 44 private part.
The LDP aims to combat desertification taking place in the area by improving the attractiveness and
competitiveness of local contexts, from the promotion of excellences and the endogenous potentials
of development also through the support and strengthening of agro - food in the production and sale
of quality products typical of the area. The LAG Sila Greca – Basso Jonio Cosentino financed , in
particular under Action 1 of the RDP 2007-2013 "Enhancement of the local productions offer", nine
projects related to increasing the added value of specific vocations of rural areas and through the
support in the production, processing, manufacturing , packaging, marketing of local agricultural
products such as preserved olives, honey , bread, black pig sausages, sheep and goat cheese and
ricotta. With respect to the cooperation issue, THE LAG is active in inter-territorial planning , as in the
"TERRITORIES THAT DO THE RIGHT THING" which has as general objective "to support the
competitiveness of the territories involved through processes of eco- innovation based on the
productions sustainability, the efficiency of enterprises and an open governance, under which local
authorities can play a supporting role to the development and the centres of competence are
available to become actors in the process of shared change".

C. Regional policy considerations for the best practice
The development of short chain systems was supported in the 2007-2013 rural development policy
aiming to increase the farmers’ income, the reduction of the economic burden due to
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intermediation, the provision of services to the population, as the local markets. Considering the
limitations contained therein (the demand for local products, the offer is still not well structured and
not very accessible), it is doubtless that, if properly structured, it would help farmers get more
income from the market for their products, maintain employment in rural areas, and support the
local community through the development of products and the territory, the protection of
biodiversity and the development of culture and local traditions. In this sense, the proposal of RDP
2014 -2020, the intervention on the short chain is referred to as strategic and a series of specific and
innovative tools are dedicated to it. There are incentives for the creation of short chains, the
formation of producer groups, support for innovation of the companies involved in short circuits, but
also tools that connect together the large urban users areas and the surrounding areas of
production, favouring market initiatives in the city". In particular, the European Commission in
anticipating the new RDP recommends that Italy and consequently, all the LAGs involved in the new
program to support the short chain together with the strengthening of the agricultural and agro-food
supply chains in terms of support to companies in the manufacturing , processing, transformation,
marketing of local products as well as organic ones, according to the logic of proximity but also of
strengthening partnership relations within individual sectors and among different sectors.
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4

Conclusion

The Soreco Project is a great opportunity for its partnership to gain insight into other regions
solutions for promotion, marketing and connection of different sectors in the context of short supply
chains, local and ecological quality food production and awareness raising of sustainable agriculture
and socially responsible consumerism.
Several types of good practices of short supply chain have been identified by the partners in their
regions, such as business clusters, local action groups (e.g. GAS, GODO) on-farm sales (farm shops,
pick-your own), off-farm sales (farmers' markets, sales to restaurants and bio shops), farm direct
deliveries (e.g. veg bag), green village, collective sales in particular towards public institutions, or
initiatives set up within rural development programs.
Whilst there is no doubt about the differences between the examples presented in terms of local
context and circumstance, some clear lessons can be learnt. Most of the examples demonstrate the
importance of collaborative and collective action, whether this is among producers or between
consumers and producers and local organisations, associations, public institutions. The examples of
different local action groups reveal the importance of shared ethical and moral frameworks, which
are based on principles of fairness, environmental sustainability and care for local resources.
Similarly, the examples point out the fact that such type of food chains have specific social impacts,
economic impacts at regional and farm level as well as environmental impacts translating themselves
into a clear interest of consumers.
Based on these examples we can state that short supply chains of local quality food are present
throughout the partner regions of SORECO, although there are some differences in the different
partner regions in terms of dominating types of short supply chains ( e.g. in regions situated in
Eastern Europe farmer's markets are probably more common, community supported action are less
widely initiated) as well as regional policies that support these. In general, they are dominantly small
or microenterprises, composed of small-scale producers, often coupled to organic farming practices.
Social values (quality products to consumers and direct contact with the producer) are the values
usually highlighted by short supply chains before environmental or economic values.
Further reflection based on the good practice examples identified suggest that it is possible to
differentiate between farm-based short supply chains in rural locations, usually operated by family
businesses on-farm and using traditional and artisan production methods mostly, and off-farm
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supply chains, which consist of more complex collaboartive networks located in urban or semi-urban
areas and focus on strong social and ethical values (such as community supported agriculture, e.g.
GAS, etc.). Besides, many examples combine characteristics of both types of supply chains.
In terms of challanges short supply chain initiative face, some cases reveal issues such as the need for
training for farmers in not only production technologies but mostly in promotion, communication,
marketing and networking skills. Furthermore training for producers/association leaders in accessing
financial resources, logistics and use of smart media and information technology is a must too. Last
but not least in some regions further sensibilisation of population concerning responsible
consumerism and social economy is required.
In terms of social impact it is obvious that short supply chains favour the interaction and connection
between farmers and consumers, promoting the development of trust and social capital, which can
lead to development of sense of community and mentality changes (eating habits with effect on
public health, environment protection, etc), moreover can play an important role in the quality of life
in rural regions. As for the urban cases, short supply chains besides the issues mentioned above,
focus more on promoting inclusive social change through sensibilisation on sustainability issues.
In terms of economical impact, benefits of short supply chains are to be found in rural development
and economic regeneration. Short chains have higher multiplier effect on local economies with
impacts on maintaining or even increasing local employment.
Concerning the level of consumer interest in short supply chains, this varies in the different partner
regions, the high level of interest of consumer is not always reflecting in purchasing behaviour, and
possible reasons for this may be that consumers either are not informed where to buy local products
or have low financial capacities to access them. Nevertheless, consumers in general associate local
products with higher quality standards and show willingness to support them for environmental and
ethical reasons.
The support on policy and institutional level for short supply chains varies from region to region. In
many territories these have been supported by the rural development policies aiming to increase
farmers' income, to maintain employment in rural areas, and in general to reduce the financial
burden and the development of local communities. Certain policy tools, in particular training and
knowledge exchange in various fields such as marketing, communication, logistics, etc. are
considered important and should continue to be funded by Rural Development programmes. Last but
not least, given the positive social impact of short supply chains, the possibility of using other EU
funds could be explored.
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